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Inspired by CFSC (Child Friendly Smart Cities) and Urban 95
This collection of comic strips is a representation of everyday encounters and experiences of young children in cities associated with their ‘live’, ‘play’, ‘learn’ environments and how they ‘move’ from one to the other.

These encounters are shaped by the design of the built environment which can either facilitate or hinder their free movement. Highlighting these small yet consequential details, this comic series helps you experience the city at 95cm, the height of a 3 year old.
LIVE

01. PIKU- AT HOME
02. CHUTKI AND RYAN
WITH MOM- THE SUPER WOMAN
Piku play inside.. It is not safe outside...

Ok ma...

Piku ka Truck Chala....
What are you doing..?

Around the mountain...

Speeding through the Lanes
Mom has made Aloo-bhindi Today!!
Aww my baby... I will give you tasty lunch!

MA... MA...
Cough...!!!
Cough...!!!

So much smoke in the house...

Sniff
Sniff...
AWESOME!!
I managed the shopping, the traffic, driving and the kids...Pretty Wel!!

Mom is super cool...!

Ryan Go Ahead! We have reached Aunty’s place.

ENCOUNTER 02
CHUTKI AND RYAN WITH MOM - THE SUPERWOMAN
First the Bags

Oh! Wait here.

Then the Baby

Wait here sweetie...

Then the stroller
ONE MORE HURDLE CROSSED!!
OHH...

The Bags
01. NEEL AND TINA GO TO THE PARK
So many days since I went to the park.

Can't go alone...

It's dangerous...

NEEL & TINA GO TO THE PARK.....
Don’t day dream you are going to step on the garbage
My ball!!

When will we get there??

Children’s Park
I’m the king....

STOP!!

Or maybe not....
Get out... You little KID.

This is our Area YOU GO THERE...

where...???

I wish the world had only 3 years olds...
You need Complan man..
grins....

Wish TINA were here!

Hi, Neel!

Finally!! someone my size....!!

Yaahhh!
I will make a palace for her...

I will make a castle for myself...

STOP!!

Neel...

Come Here...!

HEY! They are playing with the dirty mud...

why...?

whaat...!
GET OUT OF IT NOW...!!!

NO playing in the mud...

But free playing is good for kids

All play and no work makes Jack a USELESS BOY!!

Who is JACK?!

I will make palace next time...

RIGHT NOW!

Now! I can take out the mud I brought in my pockets!
AMNA LOVES SCHOOL
AMNA LOVES SCHOOL

AAA...

Thank God... for mom!

Bad... auto...

Too much traffic, I will get late...

How to cross so much noise...
Too much pollution... Ma!! NO Use... taking a bath...

Next time I'll shower on Sunday

We Will See...
I will reach for the stars when i can...

FIRST! I need to reach the hand rail...

Ahhhhhhhh!

Nii'am... can i get a cushion from home...
Why is everything so high?

UFF!! and I thought I could avoid a bath!
01. ZORO ON THE MOVE
Zoro on the Move

MOTHER'S SHOPPING DAY

BABY'S DAY OUT

WOW! WHEELS
Big people never understand the problems of small ones.
Draw your own childhood memories and send them to us on cfsc@niua.org or tweet them with #CitiesForChildren tagging @cfsc_niua